SUSTAINABILITY

WEEK

GET READY TO PUT IDEAS IN MOTION
Advancing the Green Economy through the sharing of
knowledge and experience across disciplines, sectors, and
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markets - actively seeking to develop and accelerate sustainability
oriented project pipelines.
The convergence of government officials, private sector
investors, business operators, professionals, researchers, and
NGO’s under one roof to re-engage on key challenges and
solutions will once again prove to have a catalytic effect on the
Green Economy.
Through its innovative and interconnected event construction,
delegates at Sustainability Week, are exposed to the need to
balance interests in a bid to achieve the most appropriate
approach to each decision. The day to day market realities are
put to one side for three days as decision makers re evaluate their
business context and the cause and effect of actions.
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In 2016 delegate access to all sessions will again be open,
enabling each individual to structure a bespoke programme that
suits their personal preferences. This unique approach enhances
the delegate experience as people from different sectors and
different places interact with each other, seeing similar challenges
from different perspectives, and discovering new opportunities.

CONTACT US

it
starts
here!
www.sustainabilityweek.co.za

Highlights for 2016 include:
The 2nd annual African Capital Cities Sustainability Forum,
led by the City of Tshwane, and which welcomes high level
delegations from cities around the African continent to deliberate
on shared experiences and perspectives, and agree on matters of
leadership in relation to sustainable cities.
The 10th annual Green Building Conference, will focus on
African approaches and leap-frog thinking to bring fresh thinking
to what is fast becoming a mature market.
See you at Sustainability Week 2016

CSIR International Convention Centre

31 May-2 June 2016
021 447 4733

sales@alive2green.com

african capital cities sustainability forum
Collaboratively
addressing
the
sustainability
imperative arising from the myriad challenges facing
African cities lies at the heart of the African Capital
Cities Sustainability Forum. The opportunity to share
and learn from each other and to leap-frog straight to
the best solutions and approaches at the urban scale
is why Mayoral delegations from around Africa will
meet as guests of the City of Tshwane at Sustainability
Week. Armed with a shared wisdom and supported
by appropriate policies, design ingenuity, innovation,
technical proficiency, robust implementation
mechanisms and adequate infrastructural investments,
African cities can be the worlds most liveable cities.
Citizens can prosper in healthy urban environments,
with low cost futures tied to efficient circular green
economies, where non technical innovation is a
trigger for competitiveness and economic prosperity.
Ensuring that the most rapidly developing cities in
the world develop sustainably, is arguably the most
important objective of these cities, and indeed of the
planet as a whole.

2016
seminars

green building conference
Energy efficient buildings, sparked by the desire
to deliver buildings with low operating costs and
greater self reliance is driving Green Building practices
in South Africa. It is now the norm in new buildings
and refurbishments for architects to specify efficient
technologies, with leaders in the property sector now
looking beyond efficiency at implementing renewable
energy generation technologies such as roof top solar.
The move from Energy Efficient to Green Building will
be the next broad based move in the property sector
as water and waste issues become just as critical as
energy. These advances are being driven by Blue Chip
tenants on the one end of the value chain and by the
investment community on the other, seeking to future
proof their portfolios. Now more than ever, building
designers, constructors, and materials suppliers need
to be at the leading edge of green building thinking,
strategy, and design and that is precisely what the 10th
annual Green Building Conference deliver.
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sustainable WATER RESOURCE Seminar
Water scarcity is a reality in South Africa exacerbated
by climate change. Key strategies to guarding
against absolute scarcity include demand side
GET READY TO PUT IDEAS IN MOTION
efficiency, protection against pollution, and supplyside infrastructure investment. The Sustainable
Water Seminar brings together large private sector
water users leading the way on new water efficient
approaches, showcasing systems redesign and
behaviour change. On the supply-side, government
executives share their experience and thinking
driving imperatives such water storage, shrinkage
minimisation, and water quality. Pollution from
poor land-use practices, informal settlements,
aging municipal infrastructure, poor groundwater
management, and a lack of ecological infrastructure
are key areas of concern along with specific regional
threats such as acid mine drainage and fracking. Join
thought leaders and experts grapling with these
seminal issues, as they present the technologies and
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best practice.
Green Manufacturing & Supply Chain Seminar
Manufacturing represents added value in a country
and continent historically focused and indeed locked
into the one way traffic of resources economy. In a
global economy however, manufacturing is about
competitiveness, and competitiveness is not just
about price, but about quality, and by going green
South African manufacturers can go one better. We
cannot compete with countries like China on price, but
by investing in energy efficiency and onsite renewable
energy, our manufacturers can start producing with
lower carbon emissions than just about anyone. We
have the ingenuity, solar resources and a perfect storm
in the energy sector to drive deep and meaningful
change. Add to this the availability of capex for cost
cutting measures in current market conditions, the
availability of government grants through the Dti
and SARS, and the availability of green finance, and
there has never been a better time than right now for
manufacturing to go green! Beyond energy lies water
and waste efficiencies that can provide even greater
opportunities. Be a part of this strategic discussion at
the Green Manufacturing and Supply Chain Seminar.
GREEN BUSINESS SEMINAR
Green Buisness is the cornerstone of the Green
Economy. As businesses offer ever more efficient
and low impact goods and services, so companies
compete to make their offering even more so. These
market forces can drive the transformation towards a
greener economy through innovations in products
and operations, with market leaders gaining genuine
advantage. This seminar brings together experts on
reporting, marketing, and business innovation to
discuss the very real benefits of going green.
sustainable infrastructure seminar
Whether it’s about transport, buildings, energy, water,
waste or agriculture, businesses and consumers can
only genuinely operate sustainably if the infrastructure
to do so is put in place. Sustainable transport is not just
about tail pipe emissions, but about the infrastructure
to promote live and work styles that favour nonmotorised and public transport. Green Building
is about efficient operations and self-sufficiency,
but delivering sustainable services to buildings is
about infrastructure. Renewable energy is about the
technologies, but they cannot contribute to the grid
without the right infrastructure. Industry can save
water, but growing and protecting the water resource
is about infrastructure. Consumers can separate at
source but processing materials at scale requires
infrastructure. Providing houses can put rooves over
our heads, but sustainable communities is about
infrastructure. Don’t miss this seminal seminar on the
business of infrastructure development.
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY seminar
The energy market in South Africa is changing
rapidly with the twofold effect of driving investment
and stimulating growth within the energy sector,
and reducing costs and grid energy dependence
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for the economy as a whole. This phenomenon is
being driven from the top down through central
government programs such as the REIPPPP, and from
the bottom up by households and the commercial
property sector, and by those in between - large
energy users and municipalities. The strategies too are
multifaceted - Energy Efficiency is the key response
on the demand side, now with unprecedented
interest in onsite generation such as roof top PV,
and through Renewable Energy on the supply side.
Linking these two core strategies however is where
the real intelligence lies – technologies that measure,
optimise, and automate energy management, and
synchronise with diesel generators and a range of
new storage devices are developing fast to provide
complete solutions.The Sustainable Energy Seminar
will provide the very latest thinking, with insights from
developers, technology experts, practitioners, and
those that forge the policies.
VISION ZERO WASTE SEMINAR
Following a circular logic beginning with the design
and specification of products (including their
packaging) and materials for maximum recyclability
and reuse; re-designing manufacturing processes
to minimise and/or redirect waste streams, postconsumer separation of materials at the source of
initial disposal; collection logistics and processing of
materials streams; and the promotion of industries
that beneficiate and re-channel materials back to
manufacturers. This is the foundation for a vision for
zero waste. One in which the positives are maximised
and the negatives minimised for the benefit of society
and the economy. Join leading policy makers, private
sector practitioners and all other stakeholders in this
important and practical discussion.
Sustainable TRANSPORT and MOBILITY SEMINAR
SA cities are rolling out a series of mega projects such
as rapid bus transit systems, demarketed cycle and
pedestrain lanes, foot bridges and speed damping.
Are these interventions making our cities safer and
more sustainable? Passenger rates on bus and train
systems indicate in the affirmative. Now is the time
to plan the next round of projects, to leverage off the
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new infrastructure, drive home the advantage and
give our cities true competitiveness. The efficient
transportation of goods remains a challenge for
modern cities, and the seminar will include leading
thinkers and case studies on efficient logistics
complete the picture of functioning cities.
Responsible Tourism DIALOGUE
Tourism have a massive incentive to go green. Not
only is electricity a major cost in operating tourism
establishments, but being green is also an indicator
of quality. Tourism is also the point of convergence
between the economy and the environment - the
prospect of tourism dollars justifies investments in
conservation and helps to place an economic value
on the environment As such the tourism sector should
be a leader within the area of sustainable business
practice, and for some leading companies this is the
case. Minimising reliance on municipal energy, water,
and waste services, and growing organic veggies,
are advancing autonomy and have become genuine
objectives among many leading establishments.
Experts and thought leaders in the tourism sector will
gather to discuss ways to accelerate this trend, thereby
maximising opportunities for the Tourism Sector.
Sustainability in Mining Seminar
Mining is arguably SA’s most important sector,
employing hundreds of thousands of workers. Mining,
and all extractive industries however, have a heavy
impact on communities and the environment. Some
miners are leading the way, implementing designs,
technologies, and processes that dramatically reduce
the life-cycle impacts of their mines, demonstrating
how all such mines should be run. Self reliance has
always been an imperative when mining in Africa, and
with the energy crisis this is being extended to South
Africa, with miners now looking at alternative energy
supply such as solar. The Sustainability in Mining
Seminar, brings together mining executives and other
stakeholders to share knowledge and experience on
best practice approaches to energy and water use,
waste generation and reclamation, effluent creation
and treatment, transport and related issues, as well as
the social issues.
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FOOD SECURITY SEMINAR
Notwithstanding the 50:50 land ownership
bombshell, the range of issues confronting the
agricultural sector remains enormous. At the macro
economic scale climate change, water shortages,
and sharply increasing electricity prices are just some
of the external forces acting on farmers. Add to this
the complex factors that perpetuate food insecurity
such as diminishing water quality and diminishing
yields resulting from the use of inorganic pesticides
and fertilizers, and the growing dependence on these
and other imports such as seed. At the household
level, how do we return to a culture of growing food,
and is this a realistic notion given the inaccessibility
to water and space in our townships? This seminar
invites thought leaders and experts in the field of food
security, agriculture, and related industries, to share
the latest thinking and examples of best practice,
presenting the changing face of African and South
African agriculture.
youth and the green economy seminar
South Africa faces many challenges and arguably
the greatest of these are climate change and
unemployment among the youth. Can we turn these
challenges into opportunities? Changing from the
current paradigm to one of sustainability will require
human and financial resources, can we mobilise the
Youth, through government projects, private sector
innovation, and entrepreneurship, to become active
agents in this effort. Be a part of the Youth & the
Green Economy engagement where young people
interrogate a panel of experts on how to maximise
opportunities within the Green Economy!
Green Home fair
Green Home Fair is an exhibition showcasing myriad
eco product and service offerings. Shoppers can
explore a range of innovative ideas to help them
and their families reduce impacts on people and the
environment, and save money too. From alternative
building methods and products, to off grid energy,
water, and waste solutions; energy and water efficient
appliances; fuel efficient cars; natural and organic
products; and much, much more.
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Exhibition Space 3x3m
Full Package R27 500 plus vat
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Ceiling Height
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